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ABSTRACT
HEXAGONAL MANGANITES FOR GAS SEPARATION
Maleeha Alanizy, MS
Department of Physics
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Dr. Bogdan Dabrowski, Director

This thesis discusses results of study of hexagonal manganites of RMnO3+ (R= Ho, Y)
and Y1-xRxMnO3+ (R = Gd and Tb) for potential air separation applications. Structural and
oxygen content changes are presented as a function of synthesis and annealing conditions.
Different methods were utilized to synthesize the materials such as the solid-state synthesis, solgel synthesis (by collaborators), and high-impact mechanical milling. In case of RMnO3+ (R=
Ho, Y), the stability boundary between stoichiometric Hex0 and oxygen-loaded Hex1 and Hex2
phases has been considered through several methods such as in-house and in-situ X-ray
diffraction and thermogravimetry that measure the oxidation and reduction processes at high
temperatures in either air or oxygen. Accurate transition temperatures of phase transitions have
been derived. Furthermore, changes of oxygen content, either incorporated or released, have
been deduced for the materials that were utilized, i.e., the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) has
been derived.
The temperatures of reversible structural transitions between Hex0 and Hex1 have been
established to be 250 °C and 290 °C on cooling and heating respectively at rates of 0.1° per
minute. Reducing the grain size by ball milling has only the small effect of improving the speed
of the reduction or oxidation processes in case of HoMnO3+ and YMnO3+and the oxygen

incorporation into the ball-milled sample was observed as higher oxygen content when
comparing with the initial synthesis materials for the same heating or cooling speeds. However,
very small grain-size YMnO3+ synthesized by the sol-gel method showed a significant
enhancement of OSC properties that were related to the faster transformation of Hex0 to Hex2 (δ
≈ 0.41) in oxygen. The morphology of the powders was found as a crucial parameter for defining
the material’s OSC. Despite of that, oxidizing the YMnO3+ compound in air and obtaining
single-phase Hex1 material was not possible.
Synthesis of Y1-xRxMnO3+ (R= Tb3+, Gd3, Ca2+, and Mg2+ substitution for Mn) was
attempted to find materials with increased OSC. During solid-state reaction at elevated
temperatures, single-phase polycrystalline samples of stoichiometric Y1-xRxMnO3+ (R= Gd, Tb)
have been formed in the hexagonal 𝑃63cm structure only after firing under reducing conditions in
agreement with predictions of tolerance factor rules. The samples were transformed between
Hex0, Hex1 and a new phase that we identify as Hex3, which indicates the discovery of yet
another highly oxidized phase. The Y/Tb compositions showed some of the highest known OSC
despite using heavier Tb because of the much-increased values of interstitial excess oxygen
achieved. Remarkably, only Hex0 ↔ Hex1 ↔ Hex3 transitions were observed, never detecting
Hex2 in either cases of terbium or gadolinium. In the case of samples with Ca2+ and Mg2++, no
synthesis conditions were found for the formation of any Hex phase.
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Chapter1: Introduction
1-1 Oxygen Production and Air-Separation

Oxygen is an element located in the Chalcogen group (also called Group 16 or Group
VIA) of the periodic table. It is a highly reactive nonmetal and oxidizing agent that readily forms
oxides with most elements and other compounds.
Photosynthesis maintains the levels of our atmospheric oxygen by means of a physical
separation mechanism of water and carbon dioxide splitting by converting solar energy into
chemical energy. In this mechanism, plants and other primary producers (i.e. bacteria) are
considered the main source of oxygen-producing living agents. The chemical energy is stored in
the form of glucose. In other words, sunlight, water, and carbon dioxide are used to produce
oxygen, glucose, and water. In general, the equation of this process is:
6CO2 + 12H2O + light → C6H12O6 + 6O2 + 6H2O.
Photolysis is the main source of oxygen from natural processes [1].
Figure 1.1 shows the composition of atmospheric air [2]. The components are oxygen,
nitrogen, argon and other rare inert gases. Air separation describes a process of separation of
atmospheric air into its primary chemical components typically for industrial applications.
The standard method for air separation was introduced in 1895 by the German
scientists Carl Linde and William Hampson. Since then, this method has been known as
cryogenic distillation. The units of cryogenic air separation are designed and installed for
the purpose of extracting oxygen or nitrogen and argon from the air. Together with JouleThomson effect, Linde’s process has been employed world-wide in the liquefaction of
gasses. The temperature of the process is controlled to reach low temperatures
somewhere between 70 (-203.15°C) and 100 (-173.15°C) degrees Kelvin. The process is
meant to separate the different components of air by the natural differences in the boiling
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points of each of the primary components of the air. Specifically, the boiling point of oxygen (183.0 °C) is different from that of nitrogen, which boils at (-195.8 °C), and they both differ from
argon, which has a boiling point of (-189.3 °C).

Figure1-1

Composition of atmospheric air.

The next step is controlled cooling, which means that temperatures are gradually dropped
from each boiling point to the next, and thus, the components of air can be siphoned off in liquid
form one after another. Finally, they can be separately distilled and collected at a different time
as was shown in the original Carl Linde Figure 1.2 [3].
In several fields of industry, especially in the steel and chemical production sectors, the
world witnessed rapid technological developments which have been thriving during the past few
decades. This was accompanied by a huge demand for pure oxygen and, as a result, an increase
in sales. Consequently, industrial chemical companies became the top consumers for pure
oxygen, as it is an essential element for their production lines. Their estimated consumption of
pure oxygen annually is about 74 % of the world’s total annual sales of pure oxygen.

3

By the end of World War II, the original methods of Linde and Hampson had
significantly improved, and the purification of oxygen separation has become commercially
viable and highly valued [2]. The world demand for oxygen products continues to increase and
improvements of the Linde-Hampson process are still possible today. Cryogenic distillation is
currently the method of choice for meeting the world’s demand for well-separated oxygen. For
example, in 2001 the demand for high-purity oxygen exceeded 100 Mtons/year. As a result, due
to the increase in demand for pure oxygen and the effects of global warming which led to the
rising of air pollution levels, it became necessary to develop new efficient alternatives to the
existing oxygen separation systems.

Figure 1-2

A diagram of Linde's cryogenic for air separation in 1895. Source of picture
Wikipedia
(https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f4/Linde_cycle_1895_1903_patent_cryo.jpg).
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One of the requirements is to think of revolutionizing this industry by developing
efficient cost-effective techniques that can replace the costly and energy-consuming large-scale
cryogenic distillation infrastructure. Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) and vacuum swing
adsorption (VSA) are new techniques used on a small scale. PSA is a technology used to
separate some gasses. It operates under varying pressure conditions according to the gas species's
molecular characteristics and affinity for an adsorbent material at near-ambient temperatures,
which is entirely different from cryogenic distillation techniques of gas separation. Zeolites,
activated carbon, and molecular sieves are examples of the adsorptive materials that are utilized
in this technology. Such materials are used as a trap, preferentially adsorbing the targeted gas
species at high pressure. Then the process swings to low pressure to release the adsorbed
material. For separating oxygen from air, the adsorbent material used is called zeolite, which is
used to absorb nitrogen from the air at elevated pressures to separate it from the targeted oxygen
in that air. In a next step, the trapped nitrogen is desorbed upon swinging to lower pressures after
separating the oxygen. This mechanism has been deployed to enrich oxygen to 90 % purity,
which is useful, for example, in cases of the emphysema patients whose conditions require
almost pure oxygen for treatment. However, there are also other techniques of oxygen
enrichment such as polymeric membranes, which are also used by oxygen and chemical
production companies. For example, Parker Gas Inc. and Air Product Inc. have widely been in
the use of polyphenylene oxide and polyimides respectively. The difference is that air separation
by polymeric membranes is based on diffusion and dissolution of oxygen or nitrogen in these
compounds (i.e. polyphenylene oxide and polyimides).
A more recent technique, still in the development stage, is called ionic transport
membranes (ITMS). This technique is based on the idea of using specific ceramic membranes
known to be oxygen permeable. The preliminary results of using such technique have already
shown oxygen production with the highest ever achieved purity. Moreover, some research
studies have also shown that ITMS are capable of transform methane to syngas,1 which is a
reaction that consumes oxygen. For example, in 2003 Wang et al. found that "the flux across a

1

Syngas is a fuel gas mixture consisting primarily of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and very often some carbon
dioxide.
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tubular membrane when used in this way can be up to 8 times the oxygen flux when used to
oxygenate a sweep gas" [4, p.2] [5]. The latest ideas and developments show that the most used
materials as ion transport membranes are only those permeable to oxygen. However, the most
employed mechanism for ion transport membranes requires temperatures above 700°C (975 K).
Therefore, the membrane is necessarily subjected to high temperatures and the materials’ longterm stability and procedures are difficult to implement. However, it is worth noting that the
energy used is less significant than the amount of energy required in other forms of oxygen
production [2][5].
For the purpose of this thesis, the focus will be on the relationship between the abovementioned developments (i.e. a high-purity oxygen with an acceptable cost) and pure oxygen
storage materials. The development of new oxygen storage materials is related to the continuous
dependence on pure oxygen and to the wide range of envisaged oxygen-related industries and
apparatuses. In this thesis, a new type of ceramic materials (namely. hexagonal rare-earth
manganites, HRM) is evaluated and proposed as potential oxygen storage materials for oxygen
production and commercial low-cost air separation. Once introduced and adopted, this new
technology is expected to succeed in the area of large-scale oxygen production. Description of
the physical properties associated with complex oxides is also discussed [2].

1.2 Applications of Oxygen Storage Materials

In the past few decades, the condensed matter community has been interested in many
types of functional oxides. Complex oxides present many interesting phenomena such as
superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance, multiferroelectricity due to intricate electronic
interactions, and ionic conductivity due to high oxygen diffusion [2]. Specifically, the most
important characteristic of central interest to this thesis is the fact that some ceramic oxides
exhibit long-lasting oxygen storage properties [2]. In this thesis, I will discuss how the oxygen
total content depends on the experimental conditions that our materials (HRM) are subjected to,
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such as temperature and/or oxygen partial pressure. These materials can absorb selectively, store
effectively, and appropriately release the oxygen at specific conditions of temperature and/or
oxygen partial pressure. For choosing an ideal material, the candidate compositions must be
noted for their oxygen storage capacity (OSC2). For effective applications, materials must have
large OSC. The most commonly used mechanism for measuring oxygen sorption in these
materials is dependent on the presence of oxygen ion vacancies with changing stoichiometry at
high temperatures or the intrinsic defects, such as Schottky and Frenkel defects in ionic materials
defined by heterovalent substitutions. The changes in oxygen contents are accommodated by the
crystal structure of the materials; consequently, the changing oxygen content is reversible. The
rate equation for this type of oxygen accommodation follows the Arrhenius equation:
−𝐸𝐴

𝐷 = 𝐷0 𝑒 𝑅𝑇

(1-1)

where D, D0, EA, R, and T are diffusion rate at infinite and specific temperature, activation
energy, temperature and the gas constant (from equation pV= nRT that is related to the volume,
pressure) respectively. This equation shows the effect of changing the reactant concentrations on
the reaction rate. This rate equation describes approximately the rate of oxygen ion diffusion in
OSC materials [3].
According to the crystal structure of complex oxides, oxygen non-stoichiometry is
accomplished through two mechanisms. The first mechanism involves manipulating oxygen
vacancies in deficient ABO(3-δ) perovskites (A and B are large rare-earth and transition metals
respectively). The other mechanism involves excess interstitial oxygen in ABO3+δ which is
applied in the HRM. They store the increasing amount of oxygen within their structures at the
interstitial sites [2].

2

OSC is measured in moles of oxygen per weight of material.
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1.2.1 Thermal Swing Adsorption (TSA)

Thermal swing adsorption (TSA) is a novel method for air separation. Its principle relies
on temperature-dependent oxygen absorption/desorption. Figure 1.3 describes the process. One
bed is filled up with our materials and fed by the air (i.e., oxygen storage materials). At a partial
pressure (p1) and temperature (T1), adsorption occurs. Bed temperature is increased to (T2), and
oxygen is desorbed and removed for use. Then the bed cools to temperature (T1) by using either
cold feed air or inert fluid. Then the bed is ready for adsorption again at (T1).
HRM allow the excess of oxygen to be absorbed and stored within their structures. The
HRM contain interstitial oxygen ions that are less constricted to cations. The range of
temperature during the adsorption and expulsion of oxygen is what makes these compounds ideal
for TSA applications [2].
Ceria-zirconia solid solutions are used widely as oxygen storage materials for processes
using air separation. The oxygen storage capacity of these materials is mostly dependent on the
number of oxygen vacancies that the fluorite CeO2 structure accommodates [3]. The oxygen
storage materials operating at low temperatures are also suitable as ionic conductors, but they are
electrically insulating. Fuel cells depend on an appropriate electrolyte material with such
properties as will be discussed in following paragraph [2].

8

Figure 1.3

The diagram of TSA and materials of AMnO3.

1.2.2 Hydrogen-Oxygen Fuel Cells

Fuel cells are devices of energy conversion. They follow a particular chemical process to
produce electricity. It is fed by a constant supply of fuel, and this is the main difference between
battery and a fuel cell in their function of converting energy. Sometimes, fuel cells are
mistakenly called batteries because they are similar in using a chemical reaction for providing
power and in having anode, cathode, and electrolyte, but batteries are used as energy storage
devices, whereas fuel cells are used as energy production devices. Fuel cells are used in many
applications that are helpful to the development of the world such as space programs, grid
distribution, automobiles, portable electronics, backup and stand-by power. And in this respect,
they are extremely reliable. Fuel cells were invented in the mid-nineteenth century. They have
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recently been deployed in practice by NASA to generate power for space and ground equipment.
The main components of the fuel cells, an anode, electrolyte and a cathode, are shown in Figure
1.4. Mixed ionic electronic conductors provide excellent candidates for cathode materials
because of the stability of chemical and structural properties and the high electronic and oxygen
ion conductivity [3]. A good example of the cathodes materials is La1-xSrxMnO3 perovskite. The
electrolyte materials should be a good oxygen ion conductor and electrically insulating [2].
These materials have been studied for one type of hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell that is solid-oxide
fuel cells. Most developments of fuel cells rely on electrolyte material and the cathode materials.

Figure 1.4

Schematic of fuel cells.

Finally, although hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells have many good qualities, some limitations
run against this technology in wide adaptation. One of the limitations is the high temperatures of
operating, which is about 600-1000 C°. Another limitation is that their operating process requires
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stacking to create the required voltages, and such stacking3 is usually from different materials
that lead to generating chemical reactions between their layers to the extent that it may cause
disintegration. These limitations are making it difficult to benefit from different types of fuel
cells and therefore the attempts to find more efficient technologies are continue [2].

1.2.3 Solar Water Splitting

Water splitting is known as the chemical reaction which produces oxygen and hydrogen when
water is separated (see Figure 1.5). This process utilizes the heat at high temperature, i.e.
between 500-2000 C°, to obtain a series of chemical reactions, that lead to the production of
hydrogen. In the process, the chemicals are reused through several cycles while water is
consumed, and hydrogen and oxygen are produced in closed loops. The high temperatures can be
generated by the concentration of sunlight into a reactor tower by using a field of mirrors. The
concentration of solar energy in this process provides the heat necessary for the expulsion of
oxygen from the catalyst material. One example of thermochemical water-splitting cycles is the
cerium oxide thermal cycle as shown below in Figure 1.6. Water splitting would become more
important component in our economy because it produces the hydrogen and pure oxygen in the
course of the waste-product of a fuel production process [2][6].

3

Fuel cells are grouped and connected to get the desired voltage. This process of grouping and connecting is known
as stacking.
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Figure 1.5

Diagram of the electrolysis of water showing the chemical equation of water
splitting.

Figure 1.6

Solar-driven partial redox cycle4.

1.2.4 Chemical Looping Combustion (CLC)

Increasing levels of the CO2 gas in the atmosphere is causing a problem due to the impact
of this gas on Earth’s climate. A lot of the scientific community members have been highlighting
the need for decreasing carbon emissions from fossil fuels. Catching CO2 from the flue gasses

4

The format of the picture is from Solar Energy Laboratory.
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while they are emitted with high-temperature is a demanding task that requires a huge amount of
energy. The solution of this problem may rely on using pure or oxygen-enriched air during fuel
combustion.
Pure CO2 is easier to both separate and store. Oxygen used during combustion process is
provided by suitable material that is known as Chemical looping combustion (CLC), which is in
principle similar to oxygen separation process. The CLC process is based on a two-step cycle.
First, material similar to oxygen storage materials (called oxygen carriers) is oxidized in air.
Then, oxygen storage material is exposed to fuel and reduced, which can be done at the same or
different temperatures. The combustion loop is closed by oxygenating oxygen storage material
again in air as shown in Figure 1.7 [3]. According to Steven Remsen [3], the materials that are
studied for the oxygen carriers are variations of perovskite La1-xSrxFe1-y Coy O3-δ.

Figure 1.7

5

Schematic of a chmical looping combustion, CLC process5.

The format of the picture is from Steven in ref [3] and I made it.
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1-2 Exploring Potential Materials

The primary goal of my thesis is controlling the structure and behavior of oxygen-loaded phases
by using various chemical variables and synthesis conditions. As mentioned earlier in Section 1.2,
controlling these parameters depends on optimizing the required conditions of chemical
composition, temperature and oxygen partial pressure. Currently, most of the commercially
produced oxygen is utilized in the industrial production process. Ceramic materials have been
researched increasingly recently because of their ability to perform either oxygen storage or release
capacities at high temperatures. Furthermore, elevated temperature separation methods are more
energy efficient. When choosing the hexagonal manganites for my research as potential candidates
for advanced applications of air separation, I considered several factors such as the materials cost,
temperatures of Toxi and Tred, the OSC, stability, oxygen content, processing cost, simplicity of
operation, and their toxicity level. As mentioned earlier, the ideal materials must have large OSC
values and the conditions of their absorption and desorption should occur in a narrow temperature
range near atmospheric conditions [2]. In Table 1.1, the HoMnO3 and YMnO3 are compared with
respect to selected factors that we are looking for. The factors that are noted by "check symbol"
are significantly better than those noted by X. These and other factors will be defined and discussed
in Chapters 3 and 4. In appendix A and B calculation of the materials cost and the OSC are shown.
Table 1.1
Comparing HoMnO3 and YMnO3 for their oxidation and reduction temperatures, oxygen storage
capacity, cost, and toxicity.

CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

Several methods have been used for data analysis and measurements of physical
properties. These methods will be described in the following sections.

2.1 Design of Structures Using Tolerance Factor Rules

The Goldschmidt tolerance factor t which is an indicator of the stability and distortion
of crystal structures was used to predict structure types and rate the degree of structural
distortion. For predicting the possible formation of anticipated hexagonal RMnO3 structures, the
following tolerance factor equation was adopted:

𝑡=

(𝑅)𝑂ـــــ
√2(𝑀𝑛)𝑂ــــ

(2.1)

where R—O and Mn—O are the geometrical average lengths of chemical bonds that are
preferably obtained from neutron powder diffraction (NPD) measurements. Information
extracted from a neutron powder diffraction experiment is the symmetry of crystal lattices, the
elemental composition, occupation factors of the atoms within the unit cell and the dimensions of
the unit cells. A tolerance factor 𝑡 < 0.855 was found previously to stabilize hexagonal
𝑅𝑀𝑛𝑂3 structures. On the other hand, perovskite structures were found when 𝑡 > 0.855, that is
for all the larger size rare earth elements (than Ho) as shown in Figure 2.1 [8]. From the relation
(2.1), the tolerance factor depends on positions of the atoms and on the temperature and oxygen
content as well. It is an increasing function of temperature when the R—O bond lengths increase
by thermal expansion. For the hexagonal structures, the tolerance factor should be reduced by
increasing the Mn-O bond length with decreasing δ. Larger Mn-O bond lengths result in
tolerance factor values below 0.855 and the perovskite phase would convert to the hexagonal
phase, as we will describe in Chapter 4. According to Remsen [3], the Mn oxidation state
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changes with the formation of oxygen vacancies in RMnO3+δ (δ < 0), resulting in the conversion
of some Mn3+ cations to divalent Mn2+ (Mn(3+2δ) +) cations. To produce a tolerance factor value t
≤ 0.855, the oxygen content should be in the range -0.023 – 0.0027. For example, in the case of
DyMnO3+δ, the transition to the hexagonal phase from the perovskite phase will occur at various
oxygen pressures with δ, which is a function of temperature. The pressures were found to be
~10ppm O2 at 1400°C and 1600°C in air.

Figure 2.1

The table of rare earth elements.

2.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Measurements

One of our major characterization techniques is X-ray diffraction (XRD). Diffraction
happens when light scatters by a periodical long-range ordered structure. Constructive
interference takes place at specific angles. By the scattering of X-rays from the atoms that are
producing diffraction patterns, we can get information about the atomic arrangement within the
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crystal. The atomic arrangement of the material describes the crystal structure. The unit cell is
repeated in all dimensions by filling the space and producing macroscopic grains as shown in
Figure 2.2. Miller indices (hkl) are used for identifying the different planes of atoms. Vector dhkl6
is used in Bragg’s law. Bragg’s law is utilized to determine where the diffraction peaks should be
observed. The Bragg’s law is given by λ=2dhkl sinθ (where λ is the used wavelength).

Figure 2.2

Producing macroscopic grains or crystals of the material.

Bragg’s law calculates the scattering angle θ. Mostly, the wavelength λ of X-ray is fixed.
Thus, planes are producing a diffraction peak at 2𝜃. dhkl is the vector that is shown in Figure 2.3
(a), which is sketched from the origin to intersect with the crystallographic plane at 900 . Figure
2.3 (b) shows the XRD system that is very similar to the x-ray diffractometer that I used in my
research [9].
X-ray powder diffractometry typically utilizes the Bragg-Brentano geometry. In Figure
4.2, ω is the incident angle that is determined between the sample and the X-ray source, and 2θ is
the diffraction angle that is determined as the angle between the detector and the incident beam.
From the figure, we can see that the incident angle ω is always half of the detector angle 2θ. Xray diffraction experiments were made with a Rigaku D/MAX powder diffractometer in the
range 2θ = 20-70° with CuKα radiation. X-ray diffraction is a very convenient technique for the
examination of the crystal structures of the samples. The measured samples can be either sintered
pellets or powder. An ideal powder sample contains a large number of randomly oriented

6

dhkl is the vector extending from the origin to the plane (hkl) as shown in Figure 2.3 (a).
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crystallites. Every diffraction peak produced by the X-rays is scattering from an equal number of
crystallites [2].

Figure 2.3

(a) The dhkl vector.
(b) A system similar to the local X-ray diffraction system in Dr. Dabrowski’s lab.

Figure 2.4

Schematic drawing showing the geometry used in XRD diffractometers.
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2.3 High Oxygen Pressure Annealing System
This process is simply defined as changing of the material’s oxygen content by heat
treatment. Consequently, the physical and structural properties of the materials will be modified.
Heating of the materials occurs under oxygen (O2) at high pressure and critical temperature. An
appropriate temperature is maintained. Then, the sample is slowly cooled until it reaches room
temperature. The pressure operation in the system at NIU is limited to 350 psi at a maximum
temperature of 900°C [10].

2.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) Measurements

Thermogravimetric analysis, which is called either thermogravimetry (TG) or thermal
gravimetric analysis, is used to measure the change in mass of the materials. The measurement
could be either isothermally as a function of time or as a function of increasing temperature.
TGA measurements can be performed in air, helium, nitrogen, oxygen, other gasses, or even in
vacuum. Although there is greater sensitivity in the two separate measurements of thermal
gravimetry and RGA mass spectroscopy RGA (residual gas analyzers), these two measurements
can be correlated to measure and identify the generated vapors. All composite materials,
inorganic materials, polymers and plastics, ceramics, metals, and glasses can be analyzed by
such thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Routinely, the temperature range is between 25-900 °C
and a maximum temperature of 1000 °C; the range of sample weight is usually between 1-150
mg [11].

There are many applications for TGA. One is determining the temperature and weight
change of decomposition reactions. This application allows quantitative composition analysis.
For example, it can be utilized to define water content or the residual solvents in a material. Also,
the reaction with air or other reactive gasses can be analyzed by TGA. TGA can be applied to
measure evaporation rates as a function of temperature such as measuring the volatile emissions
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of liquid mixtures. In air or oxygen, plastics and organic materials are defined by measuring the
temperature of bond scissions using TGA in inert atmospheres or of oxidation. Furthermore,
TGA is utilized for measuring the weight of fiberglass and materials of inorganic fill in plastics,
primers, paints, and materials of the composite by combustion for the polymer resin. [11].
In my research, TGA was utilized to get the absolute oxygen content and the oxygen
storage capacity of the samples under study. Our TGA systems, Cahn TG171 and Cahn
TherMax700 thermobalances, determined weight changes with a 2 μg precision. The desired
temperatures and heating/cooling rates required for the TGA measurements were chosen
dependent on the selected samples. The sample is weighed by using an analytical balance located
outside the furnace. Then, it is communicated to the user as a function of time or function of
temperature. The oxygen contents of our samples produced at different synthesis conditions were
determined by TGA by reducing the oxygenated samples in 42% H2/Ar to their reduction
products R2O3and MnO. As a consequence, the weight difference between the oxygenated
samples and the reduction products are utilized for normalizing and determining the overall
oxygen content of the sample [2][3].

CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
OXYGEN STORAGE AND STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF HEXAGONAL RMNO3+
3.1 Introduction

The structural and physical properties of rare earth and transition metal oxides have been
studied by scientists for many decades. The spatial distribution of the atoms describes the crystal
structures, which together with atomic properties define electronic, magnetic and other
properties. X-ray (XRD) or neutron diffraction is used to determine crystal structures, atomic
positions in crystal lattices and numeric values of interatomic distances7 and angles. The crystal
lattices, which characterize the crystal structures, are formed when each atom of the same kind is
periodic in three dimensions. The three basic vectors a, b and c and the angles α, β, and γ are the
lattice parameters describing the crystal structure and the unit cell. Once determining the space
group,8 the parameters of lattice and the atomic coordinates, the structural details can be
deduced. In this chapter I will discuss the details of lattice parameters and space groups of our
samples by using examples of X-ray diffraction patterns.
The coordination number is deﬁned as the number of the nearest neighbors of the selected
atoms, which for our interest is the number of oxygen ions surrounding the transition metals and
the rare earth’s. Typically, which oxygen ions to include as the nearest neighbors is not obvious
since the distances among the atoms differ usually by small amounts. The effective coordination
number is determined by the weighted average of atoms positions. The average position
probability of electrons that are located around the nucleus determines the sizes of atoms. Also,

7

Interatomic distance is defined as the distance between the nuclei of two atoms in their mean
positions of thermal vibration.
8
The space group is the description of the symmetry of a unit cell.
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the type of chemical bonds between nearest neighbors must be addressed because they determine
atomic coordination, i.e. the coordination polyhedrons, which are the building blocks of the
structure. These large structures are responsible for producing some interesting cooperative
phenomena such as electronic and magnetic transport properties [12] but also are responsible for
the chemical properties such as stability of oxygen vacancies or interstitials.
My samples have been made using the formula ABO3, where A and B elements are the
rare earth and transition metal shown in Figure 3.1. Samples of ABO3 can be formed both with
the perovskite and hexagonal or other structures depending on the value of tolerance factor in Eq.
2.1.

Figure 3.1

Possible elements for my study of ABO3. A = rare earth (R).

The perovskite structure of interest to me is described as a corner-shared network of the
Mn3+O6 octahedra connected in three dimensions. Thus, the coordination polyhedron of Mn is
the octahedron. For the low value of the tolerance factor (i.e. t < 1), the distortions of the
perovskite cubic structure (t = 1) develop because of the difference in the bond length of both R O and Mn – O. For t < 0.855 the new non-centrosymmetric hexagonal structure (i.e. P63cm)
forms, which is described as arrangement of close-packed layers of the corner-shared trigonal-
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bipyramids9 of Mn3+O5 (5-fold coordinated polyhedrons). Consequently, synthesizing the
RMnO3 with various rare earths in the air and under normal condition as a function of R ionic,
the large rare earth such as La, Pr, Gd and Dy will produce the perovskite structure. On the other
hand, the smaller ionic size rare earths such as Ho, Er, Lu and Y will form the hexagonal
structure, see figure 2.1. The electronic occupations of the Mn 3d orbitals derived from the
crystal field theory are shown in Figure 3.2 for respective MnOn polyhedrons. Figure 3.2 (a)
describes the structure of the hexagonal yttrium manganite crystal.

Figure 3.2

The electronic occupation of the Mn 3d orbitals and schematic drawing of a) the
hexagonal structure, b) the perovskite structure. Blue and red balls denote yttrium
and oxygen atoms respectively, Source of figure, [2].

The crystal structure type, non-centrosymmetric vs. centrosymmetric, and the electronic
occupations of the Mn 3d orbitals have profound consequences for the magnetic and ferroelectric
properties of hexagonal manganites; however, these properties were not the subject of my
research.

9

TBP formation is a molecular geometry with one atom at the center and five more atoms at the
corners of a triangular dipyramid.
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As described in Chapter 1, there are several prospective oxygen storage materials.
According to Remsen [3] and Abughayada [2], the hexagonal-type manganites (e.g. Dy, Ho, Er
and Y) are able to operate in more promising temperature swing processes in pure oxygen or air
instead of oxygen pressure swing processes. The utility of these compounds for application relies
on the low and narrow temperature range at which the oxygen exchanges happen, and there is no
need for using special gas mixtures such as H2/Ar for the reduction process. However, until now
the kinetics of the redox processes was relatively slow, and the achievable oxygen storage
capacities of Y-based manganites was lower than, for example, the layer-ordered perovskites
such as YBaMn2O5[14].
In the following chapter, I will present the structural and oxygen content changes for R =
Y and Ho-based RMnO3+ at different conditions. It is observed that there is a significant
difference between Ho and Y in the redox reactions although the ionic sizes of these elements are
very similar. The methods of synthesis and processing have also large effect on the oxygen
storage properties.

3.2 Synthesis of Hexagonal Manganites Materials
3.2.1 Synthesis of Single-Phase Hex0 And Hex2 in (RMnO3+, R=𝑌, 𝐻𝑜)

In previous research of Remsen and Abughayada it was found that three different singlephase oxygen-ordered phases of HoMnO3+ (Hex0, Hex1 and Hex2) can be made while it was
not possible to produce single-phase Hex1 for YMnO3+. It was not clear if slow kinetics of the
redox processes was the problem in achieving single-phase Hex1 for YMnO3+. In addition, we
needed to synthesize large batches of Hex0, Hex1 and Hex2 samples for X-ray absorption
spectroscopy measurements for collaborative experiments to explicitly confirm the oxidation
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state of Mn ions in these phases. This measurement will be described at the end of this chapter.
In this section, the results of study of the synthesis conditions and the kinetics of phase
transitions conducted in our and collaborators’ labs are presented (AGH University, Krakow,
Poland). Also, the samples from the previous research were used to strengthen and compare the
reported results of our experiments. In our lab, we have controlled thermodynamic conditions of
temperature, oxygen pressure of the samples synthesis and the temperature and anneal time of
crystal structures transformation from the perovskite to hexagonal crystal structure and the
alternation of the hexagonal crystal structures.
The samples of hexagonal HoMnO3 and YMnO3 were synthesized by a typical hightemperature ceramic method from oxides of MnO2, Y2O3 and Ho2O3. The stoichiometry was
calculated for each sample by using the massing program that is written for MATLAB program.
It is written to get the mass in grams of the needed sample’s elements, (see Table 3.1). After
weighing with electronic balance to accuracy of 0.001 gram the stoichiometric proportions of
oxides were mechanically milled in alcohol for 12 h by using a zirconia container and balls. As a
result, I achieved highly homogenous slush mixture of very small grains of starting oxides. Then,
the samples were put on a hot stove in air for one or two days to completely dry off alcohol.
Table 3.1
Weight in grams for the synthesis of HoMnO3 and YMnO3 sample sizes.

Mass=3.237

α = 0.012084

Ho2O3 mass

2.28311

MnO2 mass

1.05058

Mass=12g

𝛼 = .062551

Y2 O3 mass

7.06237

MnO2 mass

5.43803
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After drying, the samples were ground for a short time and the powder transferred into a
cleaned crucible10 and packed tightly. The samples were put into a furnace and heated in the
temperature range of 300 – 1100°C in air atmosphere for 12h followed by fast cooling to the
room temperature (RT). These steps were done to completely remove water and carbonates and
excess oxygen and to initiate the formation of the hexagonal or perovskite structure. Between
every firing step the samples were reground because we wanted to obtain small grain sizes with
short distances for cation diffusion. The following step was pressing powders into high-density
pellets, which allows the grain boundary diffusion to increase within the samples, and followed
with firing at a higher temperature range of 1100-1425 °C to speed up kinetics of cation
diffusion and formation of homogeneous material. I used the same initial steps of synthesis for
all other samples I made as described in Chapter 4.
Each step of the synthesis was monitored by XRD measurements to examine the phase
purity of the samples and compare the current measurements to the previous diffraction
measurements until obtaining the single-phase hexagonal P63cm material, (see Figure 3.3 a&b).
YMnO3 was divided into two parts; one was fired at 1440 °C and other at 1460 °C, both in the
air.
Parts of the samples were subjected to a high-energy milling by utilizing a Fritsch
planetary ball-mill model P7 with a rotation speed of 400 revolutions per minute (denoted as
HoMnO3+15 MM and YMnO3+ 15 MM). This additional step was done to see how the
synthesis and processing methods would affect the kinetics of oxygen exchange behavior.
As described in Chapter 2, the structural XRD studies of the synthesized oxides were
done at RT in range of 20-50 or 10-110 deg with a CuK𝛼 radiation after each synthesis step.
Additional high-temperature XRD measurements were done in situ in pure oxygen flow for 15
min per scan (at AGH in Krakow). Using our previous TGA data, the initial temperatures were
chosen at 250 °C for the Ho sample and 255 °C for the Y sample for the observation of structural
changes through the long-term oxidation experiments at constant temperatures, which will be

10

A ceramic or metal container in which metals or other substances may be melted or subjected to very high
temperatures.
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described in following part. These temperatures were achieved by rapid heating at 50 °C / min.
For the HoMnO3+ 15 MM sample, additional measurements were done by changing the
temperatures (increases and decreases of 10 °C) in a range of 220- 300 °C. Also, the XRD
measurement of the phase stability were taken in situ every 100 °C during firing to 900 °C.
The thermogravimetric (TG) method determined the OSC through reduction/oxidation.
The pure oxygen or synthetic air (20 %O2 in Ar) was utilized with a flow at 100 cm3 per min at
the heating rates of 0.1 - 5 ° per min for all studies. Samples were heated up to 500 °C and
cooled down to RT. According to previous report [2], the oxygen content was assigned to 3 at
500 °C.
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Figure 3.3

a) The XRD of HoMnO3+ for Hex0, Hex1 and Hex2.
b) XRD patterns of various hexagonal samples of YMnO3+, Hex0 after initial
synthesis, and Hex2 after HPOx.

To measure the OSC that can be obtained under high-pressure oxygen atmosphere
(HPOx) the samples of HoMnO3 and YMnO3 were annealed at 400 °C in pure oxygen at 190
atm. By measuring the samples’ mass increases, the oxygen content was found around 3.38 for
the Ho sample and 3.40 for the Y sample (Figure 3.4 b) and both formed the Hex2 structure with
space group Pca21. Figure 3.4 (a) shows XRD for the starting stoichiometric (δ = 0) P63cm Ho
sample and the annealed Hex1 (δ = 0.28 from heated in oxygen) R3c, and Hex2 (δ = 0.38 from
HPOx) Pca21 Ho-samples. I used the clearly revealed peaks of the Hex0 (at 24 deg.) and Hex1
(at 26 deg.) to easily identify all phases. Varying number of the Bragg peaks of various
hexagonal phases indicate in general the lowering or increasing of the crystal symmetry.
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3.2.2 Structural Properties of HoMnO3+During Temperature Swing in Oxygen and Air.

For the in-situ XRD observation of the structural evolution by oxygen incorporation, the
oxygen stoichiometric of HoMnO3+15 MM sample was fast heated in about 5 min to 250 °C
and held in pure O2 for about 20 h. Figure 3.4 (a) shows the time-dependent XRD data over a
short range of 2 = 28 – 34 deg., from which we can see clearly the complete HoMnO3+
transformation from Hex0 phase, 𝑃63cm when δ ≈ 0, to the oxidized Hex1 phase, R3c when δ ≈
0.28. This transition was accomplished during 8-10 hours. The transition in its progression was
relatively slow and that allowed us to easily observe the structural transition during the XRD
measurements while the Hex0 diffraction peaks progressively disappeared and Hex1 peaks
emerged. When the samples were oxidized, the oxygen was intercalated into the Mn-O sublattice
leading to the increase of the average Mn coordination number from five in trigonal bipyramids,
as shown in Figure 3.2, to an average of eight, while the eight-fold R-O is preserved [2].
However, some of the eight oxygen sites around the Mn ion are partially occupied because of the
requirement of satisfying the proper bond lengths. Explaining how the transition from Hex0
(P63) to Hex1(R3c) occurred by describing the oxygen behavior was documented in previous
works [13] [14].
The incorporation of additional oxygen together with fraction of the oxygen ions shifting
from their original positions results in a rearrangement of the stacking mode of the Mn-O layers.
Then they form the R3c superstructure (Hex1). During the oxidation process, there were no peak
shifts observed, but only the emergence and disappearance of peaks appeared, indicating that
Hex0 and Hex1 phases form only with the very well-defined oxygen compositions; i.e. there is at
most only very small oxygen non-stoichiometry present for them. Additionally, subsequent
structural evaluation of oxidized HoMnO3+ 15 MM sample was done in the temperature range
of 220-300 °C by 10 °C increase each time. The full oxidation of the materials (Hex1) was
achieved at 250 °, then 24 consecutive isothermal scans were taken, each for 15 min during 6
hours. The stoichiometric Hex1 phase begins reverse formation to Hex0 at 280 °C, but the very
slow kinetics at that temperature makes the process incomplete during the 6 hours time.
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Nevertheless, it is evident to see in Figure 3.4 (b) that the complete disappearance of the phase
Hex1 peaks, and at the same time formation the Hex0, is complete at 290 °C. Then the samples
retained the Hex0 structure at 300 °C.

Figure 3.4

Isothermal in-situ XRD showing the oxidation and transformation of the
HoMnO3+ 15 MM sample in the oxygen atmosphere:
a) From Hex0 to Hex1 at 250 °C.
b) From Hex1 to Hex0 at 290 °C.
c) From Hex0 to Hex1 at 260 °C.

Structural studies during the cooling-down experiments were done as well for the Hex0
HoMnO3 15MM sample in the range of temperature 300 - 220 °C. There are traces of the
formation of the oxidized Hex1 phase detected already at 270 °C; however, the transition was not
completed during 6 hours of the measurement. At 260 °C in Figure 3.4 (c), the further structural
transformation was achieved, however only at 240 °C did the Hex0 phase completely disappear.
This result is consistent with the initial observation that confirmed that transformation to Hex1
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from Hex0 would take about 8- 10 hours at 250 °C, and it was not completed through the 6-hour
hold. There were no traces of the more oxidized Hex2 when Hex1 (single-phase) was cooled
down to 220 °C. As mentioned above, the appearance of Hex1 phase already was at 270 °C on
cooling, so the temperature hysteresis of the transition process of the Hex0 ↔ Hex1 could be
estimated as 10 °C, i.e. 270 °C on cooling and 280 °C on heating. For the application of oxygen
storage materials that are utilizing temperature swing processes, choosing small value of the
hysteresis temperature (∆T) of transitions is a significant parameter. In Klimkowicz et al. [13],
the unit cell volume of both Hex0 and Hex1 phases during heating 250-300 °C and cooling 300220 °C were calculated. The volume and c parameter of Hex 1 phase are about three times bigger
than in Hex 0.

3.2.3 Oxygen Storage Properties of HoMnO3+ During Temperature Swing in Oxygen and Air

Thermogravimetric analysis technique was utilized for measuring the changes of the
oxygen content with the temperature of HoMnO3+ 15MM sample. The results of measurement
are shown in Figure 3.5(a) with different heating and cooling rates of 5 ° and then 1 and 0.1 °C
per min. The initial sample of HoMnO3+ sample before 15MM grinding is shown in Figure 3.5
(b). The measurements data are summarized in Table 3.2. Using those measurements, the oxygen
storage capacity, the oxygen content and ∆T related to the methods of synthesis show that the
sample HoMnO3+ 15MM is somewhat better for OSC use than the initial sample HoMnO3+.
Figure 3.5 (c) shows the TGA curves of oxygen content versus temperature for highly
oxygenated HoMnO3+ after high-pressure oxygen annealing at 190 bars and 400 °C. The sample
was heated up to 350 °C in O2 with the rate of 0.1 °C/min. Stability in oxygen content was
observed at O3.00 and ~ O3.38 and showed another plateau around 3.28. When comparing the
oxygen incorporation into the as-made material and the ball-milled sample, the higher oxygen
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content was observed for the same heating or cooling speeds. For the HoMnO3+δ 15MM sample,
a small decrease of the temperature hysteresis of the Hex0 ↔ Hex1 transition 𝛥𝑇 = Tred − Toxi
was observed.
Table 3.2
Oxygen storage-related properties of the studied oxides (HoMnO3+)
Chemical

Atmosphere

composition

OSC

Maximum

Temperature of

ΔT

between

oxygen

the maximum

[°C]

RT-500°C

content

oxygen content on

[wt.%]

during 0.1 °

0.1 ° min-1 heating

min-1 heating

[°C]

HoMnO3+

oxygen

1.64

3.26

260

42

HoMnO3+15MM

oxygen

1.73

3.27

250

32

HoMnO3+ 15MM

Air

0.50

3.08

235

35

32

c)

Figure 3.5

The oxygen content dependence on temperature registered during TG heating and
cooling with different rates, for.
a) HoMnO3+ 15MM with rates, 5°, 1° and 0.1° per min.
b) HoMnO3+ sample with rates, 5°, 1° and 0.1° per min.
c) Heavily oxygenated HoMnO3+ after HPOx annealing at 190 bars and 400 °C.
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Additional annealing experiments were done in air atmosphere for Hex0 15MM sample
to see if the Hex1 phase would appear in the air at elevated temperatures. During fast heating to
temperatures up to 900 °C, no Hex 1 phase was observed by in-situ XRD measurements. The
sample was then fired and held for long period of time (i.e. 7 days) at 250 °C in tube furnace.
The XRD measurement ex situ confirmed that the sample was oxidized and described as the
mixture of two phases of about 70 wt.% of the oxidized Hex1 phase and 30 wt.% of the Hex0
phase. Mass change indicated total oxygen content of about 3.20. Moreover, separate
thermogravimetric measurements at various heating/cooling rates confirmed that the material
does oxygenate in air, (Figure 3.6); however, the oxygen content was relatively small δ ≈ 0.08
even during a very slow cooling at 0.1 ° per min. The noticeable observation here is that the
transition temperature to Hex0 on heating, Tred ≈ 255 °C, is significantly lower than in the
oxygen atmosphere, 290 °C, which indicates strong dependence on the oxygen pressure. This is
important because it was shown for the first time that the temperature oxygen swing process
could be done in the air for the smaller size rare earth hexagonal manganite such as HoMnO3+
which can be readily prepared in air.

Figure 3.6

The oxygen content dependence on temperature and heating/cooling rates
registered during heating and cooling for HoMnO3+ 15MM in the air.
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It can be concluded that the appropriate selection of the small rare earths and a proper
processing of the grain sizes could lead to utilization of the hexagonal manganites as OSMs in air
at the temperatures that can be controlled in range of 200- 300 °C. Additional scanning electron
microscopy experiments were done for HoMnO3 samples by our collaborators showing that there
was no significant effect of mechanical milling process on the morphology of the powders,
(Figure 3.7 a) in agreement with observer moderate improvement of OSC. Also, the energy
dispersive X-ray microanalysis elemental mapping proved the homogenous distribution of the
elements for both initial and the milled samples [13].
The samples of HoMnO3+δ were sent to collaborators at the Catholic University of Korea
for the XAS measurements. Figure 3.7 (b and c) shows the results of this measurement. The Mn
2p (L-edge) XAS spectra are shown for different values of δ (δ = 0, 0.28, 0.4), which are related
to the Hex0, Hex1 and Hex2 phases, respectively. The temperature of measurement was 350 K.
In Figure 3.7 (b) it is clear that the peak positions shifted when δ was changed in case of the Mn
2p XAS spectra. Description of the (b) figure for Hex0, when δ=0 is denoted by red color), is
that of a standard Mn2O3 in the bottom. On the other hand, when δ = 0.28 (denoted by light green
color) for Hex1, it is between the two standard spectra of Mn2O3 and MnO2. Finally, the case of
Hex2, when δ = 0.4 (denoted by black color), is similar to that of MnO2. These differences are
evidence that the valence states of Mn ions will change depending on the values of δ that was
shown by increases from δ = 0 to δ = 0.4.
As we know Mn takes different valence of (2+, 3+, 4+ and 7+), which means in this case
valence of Mn will be about 3+ at  =0 to ~4+ at δ = 0.4. The results of XAS measurements
support our TG results for the oxygen content, Figures 3.5 and 3.6. In contrast, the Ho 3d (Ledge) XAS spectra, Figure. 3.7(c) show no change of the valence states of Ho ions for different
values of δ. That proves the valence states of Ho ions are fixed at 3+ for all δ. The conclusion of
this study is the electron transfer from Mn3+ to O (oxygen) is because of the increasing of the
oxygen content in HoMnO3+δ and the valence is close to Mn4+ for Hex2 and between Mn3+and
Mn4+ for Hex1 when δ = 0.4 and 0.28 respectively.
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Figure 3.7

a) Scanning electron microscope images of HoMnO3+δ samples.
b) The Mn 2p (L-edge) XAS spectra of HoMnO3+δ for (δ =0, 0.28, 0.4).
c) The Ho 3d (L-edge) XAS spectra of HoMnO3+δ for (δ =0, 0.28, 0.4).
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3.2.4 Experiments Performed for Obtaining the Single Phase of Hex1 and Obtaining Useful
Oxygen Storage Material for Ymno3+

For obtaining single-phase Hex1 we used two HPOx annealed samples of Hex2 YMnO3
obtained from temperatures of 1460 and 1440 °C. We needed to start with high-oxygen-pressure
annealed samples because we could not obtain Hex 1 phase by simply annealing Hex0 phase in
oxygen. The Hex2 samples were divided into smaller parts and taken separately for dozens of
experiments of slowly reducing the oxygen content to get the single phase of Hex1. For each
annealing, I measured sample weight before and after to calculate oxygen content change (see
Appendix B).
Based on previous TGA experiments the 1440 °C sample was first fired in air at 300 °C
and held for 4 hours followed by fast cooling to preserve the state of the material from these
conditions. The XRD showed mixed phases of Hex1 and Hex0; see the Figure 3.8 # 1 of this
experiment. The next sample was fired in air at 300°C and held for shorter period of time of 3.05
hours (# 2 in Figure 3.8), but XRD showed mixed phase of Hex1 and Hex0. Then the # 3 and 4
annealing followed at lower temperature of 290 °C to slow down the kinetics of transformation
and the samples were fired for 3h and 2.30 h respectively. The results of these 3 and 2.30 hours
annealing show mostly the Hex1 phase, but still there were traces of newly forming Hex0 and
some of initial Hex2. Measurement of the weight change confirmed that samples lost weight,
which means reducing of its oxygen content as expected. Since by that time I had run out of the
1440 °C sample, then I continued experiments using the 1460 °C sample. The results of the
initial # 1-4 and the following experiments (i.e. 1460°C sample, Figure 3.9) are shown in Table
3.3.
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Figure 3.8

Series of experiments for HPOx YMnO3.41 (A1440 °C) samples annealed in air at
1) 300 °C for 4h, 2) 300°C for 3.05 h, 3) 290 °C for 3h, 4) 290 °C for 2.30 h.
Colored bars identify hexagonal phases present after annealing.
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Figure 3.9

XRD diffraction results for selected of HPOx YMnO3.41 (A1460 °C sample)
samples annealed in air at 1) 270 °C in air for 2.30h, 2) 290 °C for 2.40 h, then at
280 °C for 20 min, 3) 2.30 h at 270 °C, then, at 280 °C for 2.30 h, at 280°C for 15
min, 275°C for 15min, and finally 270°C for 1 h. Colored bars identify hexagonal
phases present after annealing.
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Table 3.3
Temperature, time, XRD result, initial mass, final mass and oxygen content of YMnO3+ of both
samples (i.e. 1440 °C and 1460°C).
sample

Temperature

Time

XRD

Initial mass

Final mass

result

Oxygen
content

1440 °C,1

300 °C

4h

3.8 (1)

0.12769g

0.12670g

0.31

1440 °C,2

300 °C

3.05 h

3.8 (2)

0.28860g

0.2838

0.203

1440 °C,3

290 °C

3h

3.8 (3)

0.21880g

0.21605

0.25

1440 °C,4

290°C

2.30 h

3.8 (4)

0.07788g

0.07698g

0.26

1460 °C,1

270 °C

2.30 h

3.9 (1)

0.2729g

0.2751g

0.31

1460 °C,2

290 °C, 280

2.40 h

3.9 (2)

0.2507g

0.24747g

0.25

°C

+ 20

0.21870g

0.21509g

0.29194g

0.29156g

min
1460 °C,3

270°C,

2.30 +

3.9 (3)

280°C,

2.30 h

0.2915g

0.2893g

275°C, 270°C

+

0.27091g

0.27065g

15min

0.23178g

0.23403g

0.289

+ 1h

The sample of YMnO3.28 from 270 °C held for 1h anneal is nearly single-phase of Hex1
that is verified by XRD in Figure 3.9 #3. It is clear to see in Figure 3.10 that the sample of almost
single-phase Hex1 shows increased number of Bragg peaks relative to the stoichiometric parent
P63cm phase. If we look at the relative similarity in the peak positions and intensities of
Hex1+Hex2 and compare them to parent structure Hex0, we will conclude that Hex1 is
structurally related to the parent material.
Since our attempts to obtain single-phase of Hex1 by annealing in air of the HPOx
samples were unsuccessful by using ex-situ XRD experiments, which provided only the final
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result of annealing, we performed the annealing experiments monitored by in-situ XRD. In
Figure 3.11, we can observe the structure of YMnO3 in case of a fast heating to 225 °C and
studying by XRD for very long time of over 40 hours. In agreement with my annealing
experiments, we could not get the single phase of Hex1, which is evident in Figure 3.11 of the
in-situ XRD: when the Hex0 phase disappeared, the and Hex1 started to emerge together with
the Hex2 phase.

Figure 3.10

Overlay of the XRD patterns for YMnO3+δ of P63cm and Hex1, Hex1 can be
easily compared to the parent P63cm phase.
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Figure 3.11

Isothermal in-situ XRD showing the oxidation and transformation of the
Hex0 YMnO3+δ to Hex1 and Hex 2.

As shown in ref [13], YMnO3+δ with TG thermal swing properties gives undesirable
results that come from the much smaller change of the oxygen content observed when comparing
it with the HoMnO3+δ material. However, using Y, which is much lighter and more abounded
than Ho, is another choice because both a decrease in cost of production of the OSM and
increase of the OSC are expected from smaller molar weight. By looking for different synthesis
and processing methods for YMnO3+δ samples and their ability for oxygen intake in Table 3.4 it
is clearly seen that the wet chemistry route drives to the best properties. Because of that, the
sample obtained via the sol-gel route (from previous work) was the best (see Figure 3.12 (a), (b),
and (c)). Moreover, we observed there was some improvement of the OSC following the
mechanical milling of the material synthesized (Figure 3.12 a).
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Table 3.4
Oxygen storage-related properties of the studied YMnO3+δ oxides
chemical

OSC

Maximum

temperature of the

ΔT

between RT

oxygen content

maximum oxygen

[°C]

and 500°C

during 0.1 ° min-

content on 0.1 °m-1

atmosphere

composition

[wt.%]

1

heating

heating [°C]

YMnO3+

Oxygen

1.33

3.14

230

33

YMnO3+ 15MM

Oxygen

1.84

3.20

230

37

YMnO3+ sol-gel

oxygen

2.48

3.27

225
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Figure 3.12

TG curves of the oxygen content depends on temperatures that were registered
during heating and cooling in O2 for:
a) YMnO3+δ 15𝑀𝑀
b) YMnO3+δ sol-gel and
c) YMnO3+δ, with various rates.
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My results agreed with previous works [2] where the maximum oxygen content achievable
on slow heating was higher in the case of HoMnO3+δ than in the YMnO3+δ materials. Furthermore,
when we took a look at the Table 3.4, we conclude that for the large value of OSC there was an
effect of preparation method and the powder morphology on the speed of both the oxidation and
reduction processes, as well as the temperature hysteresis. Also, I have been trying to get pure
Hex1 by several annealing procedures for YMnO3+δ, but I could not get a single-phase sample in
agreement with the following in-situ XRD experiments.
As described previously, the single phase of Hex2 with δ= 0.41 was obtained by the highpressure oxygen anneal at 215 atm and 400 °C in pure oxygen followed by a slow cooling to room
temperature. Lack of access to the single phase of Hex1 for YMnO3+δ hindered possibility to
perform XAS measurements for this phase, but this has not been an obstacle for the possible
application of the OSM, which can effectively work as well. From the previous work [13]
performed on the sol-gel sample during high-temperature structural and TG measurements in air
atmosphere, no signs of oxidation were observed. In conclusion, pure YMnO3+δ can only work
under oxygen atmosphere, which means unfortunately limitation of its possible application.

CHAPTER 4: OPTIMIZATION OF OXYGEN STORAGE MATERIALS FOR
SUBSTITUTED HEXAGONAL Y1-XRXMNO3+𝛿, R= TB, GD, CA AND MG FOR MN

This chapter will explore the chemical doping on the R and Mn sites of inexpensive and
low-weight YMnO3+δ system. In the experiments, we were trying to achieve increased OSC by
decreased molar weight and increased  and further lowering of the temperature range for
oxidation and reduction. In our previous study, it was clearly stated that the tolerance factor
interprets the relative stability of perovskite and hexagonal phases at the synthesis temperatures.
Therefore, we should get the hexagonal and perovskite structures for selected (𝑌, 𝑅) MnO3+δ. For
hexagonal structure, 𝑡 should be smaller than 0.855, but it should be greater than 0.855 for
perovskite structures. We can get the hexagonal of Y1-xRxMnO3+𝛿 by decreasing the tolerance
factor. In other word, synthesis of hexagonal can be achieved when reducing partially the
valence state from Mn3+ to Mn2+ in inert atmospheres, which means the < Mn – O > bond length
gets elongated, thus decreasing the value of tolerance factor.

4.1 Synthesis of Substituted Materials

All samples were synthesized from the high-purity transition metal oxides, manganese
oxide MnO2, rare-earth oxides (Y2O3, Gd2O3, and Tb4O7) and CaCO3 and MgO. Synthesis
followed the same calculation as for the Y and Ho samples depending in the substitution x-value
of each sample by using MATLAB, see Table 4.1. All the initial synthesis steps followed the
same procedure as the Y and Ho samples. The samples of Y1-xRxMnO3+𝛿 were fired in air initially
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at temperature range 1200-1350 °C for 12 h then cooled slowly to RT. For each step of heating,
samples were reground and pressed into high-density pellets to allow the increasing of grain
boundary diffusion within the samples and the formation of homogeneous material. At these
conditions, samples were formed as the mixed phases of perovskite and hexagonal as shown in
Figures 4.1- 4.3 #1. After that, samples were fired in flowing argon gas at 1400°C, 1410°C and
1420 °C for 12h then cooled to RT. We noticed that some of the samples formed single phase
Hex0 and the perovskite peaks disappeared completely. Each step of the synthesis was monitored
by XRD measurements for examination of the transition of the phases, from perovskite to
hexagonal structures.
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Table 4.1
Synthesis and stoichiometry for a 6-gram sample size.11
Y1-xTbxMnO3

Formed single phase

Tb4O7

Y2O3

MnO2

X=0.5

Formed

2.4720

1.4931

2.2994

X=0.4

decomposed

2.0406

1.8488

2.23726

X=0.3

Formed

1.5808

2.2279

2.4507

X=0.2

Formed

1.0897

2.6328

2.5340

Y2O3

MnO2

Y1-xGdxMnO3

Gd2O3

X=0.3

Mixed phase

1.5364

2.2332

2.4565

X=0.2

Formed

1.0583

2.6371

2.5382

Y2O3

MnO2

2.9765

2.8648

Y2O3

MnO2

3.6476755

2.24697

Y1-xCaxMnO3
X=0.2

CaCO3
no progress for showing

0.6596

any Hex phases
YMg1-xMnxO3
X=0.2

11

All masses were measured in gram

MgO
no progress

0.26042679
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Figure 4.1

XRD patterns of Y0.5Tb0.5 MnO3+The mixed phases of hexagonal and Per
(perovskite) after initial synthesis in air, 2) hexagonal single phase of Hex0, 3)
hexagonal single phase of Hex3.
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Figure 4.2

XRD patterns for Y0.7Tb0.3 MnO3+. 1)The hexagonal structure starting to emerge
at A1300°C; 2) after fired at 1350°C in argon, single phase of Hex0; 3) single
phase of Hex3 with 𝛿 = 0.4882.
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Figure 4.3

XRD patterns of Y0.8Tb0.2 MnO3+1) Mixed phase at argon1350°C, 2) Hex3 with
𝛿 = 0.46, 3) Hex0 at argon 1390°C.

4.2 Reaction of Materials and Control of Oxygen Content.

The single-phase samples of P63cm were annealed under 200-245 bars of oxygen at 400550 °C for 12 hours, followed by slow cooling to RT at a rate of 0.1 °C/min, see Table 4.2. They
resulted in a drastic increase of the total oxygen content of the samples, and the observed oxygen
non-stoichiometry was much larger than we expected, up to 3.57. Calculation of oxygen content
after the high-pressure measurement were done by using either Formula (4-1) or the MATLAB
specially written formula (see Appendix B):
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1

𝛿 = 15.999 (𝑚𝑤𝑓 − 𝑚𝑤𝑖 )

…… (4-1)

where mwi is the initial molar weight, 𝑚wf the final molar weight, which we can find by the ratio
of initial molar weight with ratio of initial and final mass; all these parameters can be found
experimentally.
It is worth noting here that previous work [2] reported that the amount of oxygen content
increase was observed to be related to the terbium coordination-to-oxygen anions that demand a
coordination number larger than 8. On the other hand, XRD measurements that were conducted
for the two samples in different conditions showed patterns of peaks that may be similar to
oxygenated Hex2, but in reality, a new phase was discovered and defined as Hex3 with large
amount of oxygen content up to 3.5. The new phase Hex3 is shown in Figures 4.1 - 4.3 #3 for
several samples of (Y1-xTbx) MnO3+δ, confirming that these are perfectly reproducible results.
Unfortunately, X-rays are inherently not sensitive to oxygen ion site occupancy, and because of
that, these samples were sent to a neutron powder diffraction measurement because this kind of
analysis is more adequate to study the crystal structures for this new phase. The neutron powder
diffraction measurement data was taken but has not been refined so far.
Abughayada [2] observed that the maximum oxygen content is dependent on the ionic
size of the rare earth and is the highest in hexagonal structure near the boundary with perovskite
structure, defining the optimum size near R = Dy. This average size of R can be achieved by
several combinations of Y with larger rare earths like Tb and Gd. Our single-phase samples of
(Y1-xTbx) MnO3+ δ transformed between Hex0, Hex1 and Hex3 under various annealing
conditions, and we never got the single-phase Hex2, which was very different result than
observed previously by Abughayada [2]. Also, oxygen contents in various Hex phases was of
different magnitude; for example, in Hex1 of Gd-substituted sample (Figure 4.4 #2) the oxygen
content was up to 3.40, see table 4.2.
I have also studied stability of the Y0.6Tb0.4 MnO3+under strongly reducing conditions to
remove as much oxygen as possible while preserving Hex0 phase. The sample decomposed
when fired in 10% hydrogen/Ar at 1100 °C for 12h. I needed such strongly reduced samples to
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extend stability of the Hex0 phase at the synthesis conditions. Also, I was not able to obtain the
single Hex0 phase sample of Y0.7Gd0.3 MnO3+, which would have optimal average size of R. I
got mixed phase with small amount of the perovskite phase. Despite that after annealing under
high pressure the sample increased oxygen content, see Figure 4.5. However, I was able to obtain
the single phase Hex0 Y0.8Gd0.2MnO3 when I decreased x to 0.2, figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4

XRD patterns of the Y0.8Gd0.3 MnO3+ 1) Hex0 after heating in argon at
1380 °C, 2) Hex1 after high pressuring and 𝛿 = 0.404.
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Figure 4.5

XRD patterns of the mixed phases of hexagonal and Per (perovskite) of Y0.7Gd0.3
MnO3+ for 1) after initial synthesis at range 1400– 15420°C in the argon
atmosphere. Hex0 shows up. 2) After high-pressure measurement at 204b420,
Hex1 shows up.
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Table 4.2
Experiments of the samples of Y1-xRxMnO3+𝛿 and its OSC and 𝛿 after annealing in high- pressure

Finally, I had worked on A2+= Ca2+ and the magnesium for Mn substitutions in an
attempt to decrease the molar weight of Hex phases and use less expensive OSM materials,
YMn0.8Mg0.2O3+ and Y0.8Ca0.2MnO3+. Despite using various synthesized conditions in air, Ar,
and pure oxygen at temperature range of 1000 - 1400°C, there was no progress for showing any
Hex phases. Table 4.2 presents the relevant results obtained for Y1-xRxMnO3+𝛿 samples with their
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OSC and 𝛿 after annealing in HPOx. The OSC of my compositions are some of the highest
known despite using substitutions of some of the heavier rare earths because of the very much
increased values of interstitial excess oxygen achieved.

CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY

In Chapters 3 and 4, I presented the results of the various methods for preparing the
hexagonal RMnO3+ (R = Ho, Y) and Y1-xRxMnO3+ (R= Tb and Gd) materials for potential air
separation applications. I demonstrated how the structure and oxygen content of these materials
changed as a function of synthesis and annealing conditions. Materials were synthesized by the
solid-state synthesis, sol-gel synthesis (done by collaborators), and modified by high-impact
mechanical milling. Several annealing methods were utilized in case of RMnO3+ (R = Ho, Y) to
consider the stability boundary between stoichiometric phase (Hex0) and oxygen-loaded phases
(Hex1 and Hex2). In-house ex situ and in situ with collaborators XRD and thermogravimetry
have been used for measuring the oxidation and reduction processes at high temperatures in
either air or oxygen. The oxygen storage capacity and accurate transition temperatures of phase
transitions were deduced. The temperatures of reversible structural transitions were established
between Hex0 and Hex1, which are 290 °C on heating and 250 °C on cooling at rates of 0.1 ° per
minute. There was only small effect of improving the speed of the reduction or oxidation
processes when ball milling for 15 minutes was applied to reduce the grain size in the case of
HoMnO3+ and YMnO3+. Nevertheless, synthesis by the sol-gel method exhibited a significant
enhancement of OSC properties associated with the faster transformation of phases in oxygen.
The single phase Hex1 of YMnO3+ material was not possible to form. Synthesis of Y1xRxMnO3+

(R= Tb+3, Gd+3 and Ca+2, and Mg+2 substitution for Mn) had been done to find

materials with increased OSC. The hexagonal single-phase 𝑃63cm samples of Y1-xRxMnO3+ (𝑅
= Gd and Tb) formed at elevated temperatures only after firing under reducing conditions in
agreement with predictions of the tolerance factor rules. These samples were transformed only
between Hex0, Hex1 and new Hex3 phases. The Hex3 is the previously unknown highly
oxidized phase. Notably, Hex2 in neither case of terbium nor gadolinium substitution was ever
detected. In the case of Y/Tb compositions, the highest OSC were registered because the
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interstitial oxygen content (i.e. ) was very much increased. In the case of Ca and Mg samples,
no synthesis conditions were found for the formation of any of Hex phases at high temperature.
In conclusion, the future work on lightly Gd-substituted YMnO3+ obtained by sol-gel synthesis
should demonstrate fast kinetics of large amounts of oxygen exchange at low temperature and
small temperature difference, i.e. usefulness of these hexagonal phases for oxygen separation
from air.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATE THE COST OF MATERIALS
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Calculate the Cost of Ymno3,

Steps

Y

Mn

1- cost/kilogram 120 $ / kilo

2.6 $ / kilo

2- cost/gram

0.0026 $ / gram

0.120 $ / gram

3- Molar weight 88.91

54.93

Molar weight of the samples YMnO3 is
(88.91) + (54.93) +((3) (15.999)) = 191.842 g/mol
4- Cost /mol

$
) (𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 0.120 ) (54.93 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚) ( $ 0.0026 )
𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚
=$ 10.66 /mol
=$ 0.143 /mol

(88.91

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑜𝑙

The last steps,

5- Total

$ 10.66 /𝑚𝑜𝑙 + $ 0.143 /𝑚𝑜𝑙 = 10.803 $/
𝑚𝑜𝑙

6- cost per gram

$ 10.80/𝑚𝑜𝑙
191.842 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙

= $ 0.0562/g

APPENDIX B

CALCULATE THE OXYGEN STORAGE CAPACITY (OSC)
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Calculate the Oxygen Storage Capacity of Y0.8Gd0.2MnO3+
1- Find the value of  from equation 4.1.
𝑚𝑤𝑓
𝑚𝑤𝑖

need to find the final molar weight according to this Eq
=

𝑚𝑓

(1)

𝑚𝑖

Where mwi is the initial molar weight, 𝑚wf the final molar weight, mi and mf the
initial and final mass respectively, these parameters can be found experimentally.
2- Find the OSC by Eq,
𝑂𝑆𝐶 =

𝛿
𝑋 106
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

Full Example,
In case of Y0.8Gd0.2MnO3+ with mwi=205.5098 g/mol
Sample of phase Hex0, mi= 0.7998g
Sample of phase Hex1, mf = 0.825g
Step 1, from Eq (1)
𝑚𝑤𝑓
𝑚𝑤𝑖

=

𝑚𝑓
𝑚𝑖

From Eq 4.1
0.404
Step 2,

0.825g

𝑚

𝑤𝑓
,  0.7998g = 205.5098
,  𝑚𝑤𝑓 = 211.9849 g/mol
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𝛿

𝑂𝑆𝐶 = 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑋 106 = 1965.832278 μ mol/g

